Scanning electron microscopical study of neurofibrillary tangles in a presenile patient with Down's syndrome.
An autopsy case of a 64-year old woman with Down's syndrome (DS) is reported with a special reference to the ultrastructure of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs). NFTs and senile plaques were diffusely observed throughout the brain. The most severe changes were seen in the amygdaloid nuclear complex and hippocampus. Immunohistochemistry of the NFTs and senile plaques indicated the features identical to those in Alzheimer's disease (AD). Ultrastructurally, NFTs were composed of straight filaments and two profiles of paired helical filaments (PHFs). By transmission electron microscopy, straight filaments measured 25-28 nm in diameter. As to the PHFs, one type was 33 nm in maximum diameter and constricted at a 75- to 80-nm interval. The other was 16-18 nm in maximum diameter and constricted at a 35- to 40-nm interval. By scanning electron microscopy, the diameter of the straight filaments measured up to 28-30 nm. Two profiles of PHFs were observed. One type of PHF showed thick filaments about 34 nm in maximum diameter and constrictions at an 80-nm interval. The other was about 17 nm in diameter and constricted at a 40-nm interval. The helical directions of both PHFs were left-handed. The frequency of PHFs with short interval was much higher in DS than AD. Furthermore, the length of the periodicity of this type of PHF was somewhat less than that of AD. Thus, these findings suggest that the neuropathological changes in DS and AD share a common etiopathology, but that some differences in the PHFs between DS and AD may reflect on molecular difference in the proteins or peptides associated with PHF formation.